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Hagar 50–3
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Harran 21–2
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Hittites 47, 102
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at Beersheba 130–2
birth of 83–4
explanation of name 60, 84
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Ishmael 87
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explanation of name 52, 60
sons of 118
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Israel, explanation of name 187
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source 7–9
Jacob
and Laban 162–79
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at Jabok 183–7
blesses Manasseh and Ephraim 203–6
death of 310
explanation of name 122, 140
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meeting with Pharaoh 284
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sent to Paddan-aram 142–3
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Jegar-sahadutha 177
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chief minister of Egypt 247–8
death of 316
explanation of name 162
interprets dreams 236–46
land reforms of 285–8
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named Zaphenath-paneah 247–8
reveals himself to brothers 269–75
sold into slavery 214–22
Joseph narratives 211–14
Judah 219–20, 260, 268, 304–6
and Tamar 222–31
explanation of name 159
speech to Joseph 268
Kadmonites 47
Kedorlaomer 33
Kenites 47
Kenizzites 47

Laban
and Jacob 162–79
brother of Rebecca 112–13
explanation of name 166
the Aramaean 174
Leah 154–5
Levi 191–4, 303
explanation of name 159
levirate marriage 225–6
Lipit-Ishtar, code of 86
Lord 4, 7
Lot 27–9
drunkenness of 78
father of Moab and Ben-ammi 78–9
living in Sodom 72–3
warned to flee 75
wife turned into pillar of salt 76
Luz 148, 201
Machir 315
Machpelah 99–102
Mahanaim
explanation of name 179
Jacob at 179–80
Mahanah 183
Mamre 30, 63, 205
Manasseh, explanation of name 248
mandrake 161
Mari 13, 191
mazzaloth (sacred pillar) 148, 149, 177, 201–2, 204
Melchizedek 33–4
as type of Christ 39
blesses Abram 39
explanation of name 38
priest of El-Elyon 39
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Gimnath 228
Torah (law) 3
Ur of the Chaldees 44–5
wife-sister motif see under Nuzi texts

Zebulun 306
explanation of name 161–2
Zerah 231
Zilpah 160–1
Zoar 78
site of 28

Yahweh, explanation of name 7